Dil Bilgisi Örnek Soru

Cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

*Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate option.*

The duct overheat switch ____ because the temperature in the supply duct ____ 190F (88C) or more.

A) had closed / reached  
B) has closed / reached  
C) closing / has reached  
D) is closing / will have reached

Kelime Bilgisi Örnek Soru

Cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

*Choose the most appropriate option to complete the sentence.*

Before entering the cabin area, it is required to surrender any ____ item that is being carried.

A) blasted  
B) approved  
C) permitted  
D) prohibited

Çeviri Örnek Soru

Aşağıda verilen İngilizce cümleye anlamca en yakın Türkçe cümleyi bulunuz.

*Find the best Turkish translation of the sentence below.*

Dynamic stability depends on the design of the aircraft and the speed and height at which it is flying.

A) Hareket dengesi, uçağın modeline ve uçtuğu hız ve yüksekliğe bağlıdır.  
B) Uçağın hareket dengesini etkileyen faktörler arasında uçağın uçtuğu hız ve yükseklik de vardır.  
C) Hareket dengesi uçağın modeli dışında uçağın hangi hız ve yükseklikte uçtuğunu da etkiler  
D) Hangi hız ve yükseklikte uçtuğu, uçağın modeline ve hareket dengesine bağlıdır.

Cümle Tamamlama Örnek Soru

Aşağıdaki verilen cümleyi uygun şekilde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

*Complete the sentence below with the most appropriate option.*

If you get one of these materials on your skin _____________.

A) ask for additional information as soon as possible  
B) in order to minimize the on the job incidents  
C) refer to the air conditioning system instructions  
D) flush it away with a flow of clean water for about 10 to 15 minutes
The 717 builds (1)____ the reliability of the DC-9 to offer enhanced flight operations and improved maintainability, including the BR715 engine, which was designed to be one of the most maintainable engines (2)____ the industry. LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) technology more (3)____ presents information on the flight deck, and versatile integrated avionic computers perform the (4)____ of the FMS (Flight Management System), central aural warning system, and flight data acquisition system. (5)____ an improved design process, the airplane offers improved component accessibility, enhanced ease of maintenance and more flexible maintenance planning.

1. A) from  B) on  C) at  D) in
2. A) with  B) from  C) in  D) off
3. A) specifically  B) efficiently  C) gradually  D) clearly
4. A) functions  B) mannerisms  C) technicalities  D) process
5. A) While  B) Because  C) Finally  D) As a Result of

Cracks can occur in the urethane interlayer around the outboard edge of the window and at bolt hole locations. The cracks are usually in a network that does not run parallel to the edges of the window and are usually in random directions (also referred to as crackling). These urethane interlayer cracks frequently occur with white or yellow discoloration. Cracks can also occur in the vinyl interlayer around the perimeter of the window and follow or extend from the edges of internal features, for example, the metal inserts, or bolt holes. The cracks usually appear as thick or broken lines perpendicular to the window panes. It is possible in some extreme conditions to see the vinyl interlayer as stretched or separated from the metal insert.

1.) It is stated in the passage that ____.
   A) cracks are never at right angles to the window frame
   B) cracks tend not to be parallel to the window frame
   C) it is less likely that cracks are not at right angles to the window frame
   D) it is more likely that cracks are long straight lines

2.) We can infer from the passage that ____.
   A) random direction cracks are more common than those in the vinyl interlayer
   B) the directions of the cracks can be predicted
   C) any tool can be used to repair the cracks
   D) window cracks are a common occurrence
3.) The sentence “These urethane interlayer cracks frequently occur with white or yellow discoloration” can be restated as ____.
   A) urethane interlayer cracks always leave a white or yellow mark
   B) urethane interlayer cracks are often seen as a white or yellow mark
   C) urethane interlayer cracks usually change from white or yellow to another color
   D) urethane interlayer cracks always change from white or yellow to another color

4.) It is stated that vinyl interlayer cracks usually appear as ____.
   A) wide or straight lines parallel with the window panes
   B) wide or straight lines at a right angle to the window panes
   C) wide or discontinuous lines at a right angle to the window panes
   D) wide or discontinuous lines parallel with the window panes

5.) The word “random” written in bold in the text can best be replaced by ____.
   A) ordered
   B) usual
   C) consistent
   D) irregular